Pump Won’t
Run or Start

Does the
breaker trip or
the fuse blow
immediately?

Check incoming power
on L1 and L2 in control box.

Yes

Check the current on the
black, red, and yellow wire.
Compare it with the chart on
Page 13 of the Franklin
Motor Manual.

There is a short circuit.
Check for faulty wires
or connections.

No
Check voltage at
L1 and L2 in the
control box.

Is the voltage
between
220 & 240 volts?

Yes

Is the voltage
Between 220 & 240?

No

Yes

Check for faulty
wire or bad
connections.

No

Turn pump control
on and try to restart
the pump.

No

Yes

Turn the pump controls
off (auto-off-test switch).
Reset the breaker or
replace fuses.

Yes

Possible causes of the
tripped overloads:
1. Foreign object in pump
2. Temporary power
interruption or spike.

Yes
Does the pump start?

Is there current
on the red wire going
to the pump?

No
Possible causes:
1.
Motor locked up
2.
Faulty wiring
3.
Short circuit

No

Possible problem with
power source or
meter socket.

Yes

No
Possible problem with
power source or
meter socket.

Are the
fuses blown
or is the
breaker tripped?

Are the currents
below the full
load AMP specs of the size
motor in the pump?

Go to
A

Check the breaker
or disconnect feeding
the control box..

Is the voltage
OK at the
breaker or
disconnect?

F

Call Carry
Manufacturing
1-800-49-CARRY

No

Go to
B

Yes

Possible causes:
1. Bad motor bearings
2. Obstruction in pump
3. Faulty motor lead
4. Excessive head
pressure on outlet.

A

Check the voltage on the
black and yellow terminals
of the terminal strip.

Yes, the voltage
is between 220 &
240 volts.

Are the
overload(s)
tripped?

Go to
C

Is the voltage
between 220 &
240 volts?

Yes

Yes

Check for faulty wiring.

No
Possible causes:
1. Faulty motor lead.
2. Open motor windings

Call Carry
Manufacturing
1-800-49-CARRY

No
Reset overloads.
Possible causes:
1. Check for faulty wiring.
2. Check for bad contact
on the contactor.

No
Check the voltage
between the SW
terminal and the L1
terminal.

G
Yes

Is the
contactor
energized?

B
Yes

Is the voltage is
between 220 and
240?
Is the voltage
between 220 &
240 volts?

Yes
Are they operating
properly?

Yes

Replace the
contactor.

Is the start
overload tripped?

Reset overloads.

No

Yes
No

Go to
D

Check start overload
for continuity.

Check wiring.
No
Check the floats and
auto-off-test switch
for proper operation.

No
Check the voltage
on the coil of the
contactor.

Yes
Is it open?

No

Go to
E

Replace defective
components.

D

C
Did the
pump start?

Yes

Does it trip
out again?

Go to
F

Yes

No

No

Problem with relay
or capacitors.
If no visible signs of capacitor
failure then the most probable
cause is the relay contact not
opening up. Replace relay
and try starting pump.
These problems are usually
related to rapid cycling.
Installing a delay timer
may help.

Re-check currents
on motor leads.
Did the
overload(s)
trip out again?

Yes

Check the capacitors
for shorts or open
circuits.

No

Go to
G

Are the
capacitors OK?

No
Replace defective
capacitors and
restart the pump.

Yes

1. Remove the motor leads from the
terminal strip in the control box.
Read the resistance between the
white (yellow) wire and the black
wire. This reading is for the run
windings. Then read the resistance
between the white (yellow) wire and
the red wire. This reading is for the
start windings. Compare them with
the chart on page 13 of the
Franklin Motor Manual.
2. Then read the resistance between
each wire and the ground wire.
Compare with the chart on page 45
of the Franklin Motor Manual.

Go to
H

Are the readings
within the specs?

No
Possible causes of the
tripped overloads:
1. Foreign object in pump
2. Temporary power
interruption or spike.

Call Carry
Manufacturing
1-800-49-CARRY

Yes

There may have been
an obstruction
that has cleared.

H

E
Check the run
capacitor.

Is it open
or shorted?

Is the voltage
between 220
and 240?

Yes
Are the readings
within the specs?

Yes

No

Inspect the pump and
motor lead for signs of
damage. Recheck the
resistance readings
according to the above
directions.

Are the readings
still out of specs?

No
Possible causes:
1.Check for faulty wiring.
2. Check for bad contact
on the contactor.

Green: Trouble Shooting Tip
Yellow: Question
Red: Solution

No
Possible causes:
1.Check for faulty wiring.
2. Check for bad contact
on the contactor.

No
Replace defective
components.

Possible faulty
wiring.

Legend

Reset the overloads.
Energize contactor with
test switch. Check the
voltage on black and
yellow (white) terminal.

Yes

Yes

1. Remove the recuperator from
the top of the pump. Remove the
impeller from the motor.
2. Remove the motor housing and
inspect the motor shaft for
excessive movement. The shaft
should have no side to side
movement. The up and down
play should be within the specs
on page 41 of the Franklin Motor
Manual.
3. If no problems are found,
reconnect the motor to the
control box. Secure motor and
retest it. If the motor will still
not run -replace the motor.

Call Carry
Manufacturing
1-800-49-CARRY

Turn Switch to off and
shut off main power then
reconnect the motor
leads and retest the pump.

Do the overloads
trip out again?

No
There may have
been an obstruction
in the pump that has
cleared.

Possible causes:
1. Bad motor bearings.
2. An obstruction in
the pump. Remove
pump and inspect.

Yes

